Introduction to Advance Packing Ltd
At Advance Packing Ltd, our comprehensive range of professional packing services
coupled with logistic capabilities gives us the flexibility to manage any shipment.
Whether it be project, on/off-site packing or case supply only, our expert packing
teams are fully equipped to handle goods of any size, weight and type.

Professional Export Packing Services
Devan and containerisation
We are able to handle in/outbound containers at our premises and devan for delivery on curtain sided vehicles as well as
securing container loads safely for export.

We offer cost effective and efficient packing solutions, tailor-made to suit your needs, criteria and budget. Listening
carefully and strictly adhering to the specification of the job, our clients have the reassurance that their consignments
will arrive safely at their destination, within the agreed terms and contracted time-frame.

Hazardous Packing
This is a niche product with strict guidelines and legal
regulations that must be adhered to. The packing of
hazardous goods needs to be completed in-line with
global ADR regulations so the product classification
can be quickly identified during transportation.

PROFESSIONAL EXPORT PACKING SERVICES
Project Packing
Quite often project work can be full of pitfalls and it is our job to identify and eliminate those unexpected difficulties.
We use our years of knowledge and experience to review contract guide-lines, frequently set out by persons with
limited exposure to the technical side of export packing and determine how contract specifications can be fulfilled.

Specialist Export Packing

Rapid Packing

Over the years we’ve been faced with many
challenging contracts with unusual requests,
interesting objects and tough environments.
We bring together our experience and design
ideas to find a solution that not only works but
gives the buyer total confidence that it is a high
quality product they are receiving.

If you are looking for a quick turnaround on export
packing services or case supply, we offer a priority
service for time critical orders.

On-site Packing
To a lot of our clients, it is pleasing and somewhat
reassuring to see first-hand the packing process as
it happens. This could be for a multitude of reasons
so our highly skilled packing teams will attend your
premises or a designated site of your choice for
packing prior to moving the goods.

Materials

Strengths

Location
• Midlands based with direct access to the M1 & M42

Our people
• Professional members of staff
• Pride in our work

• Able to work to technical
drawings

• Highly skilled and experienced
packing teams

What we do
• Wide variety of packing
and forwarding

All of the materials used
by our packing division
are of the highest quality
and are in-line with ISPM15
regulations, accepted by all
global markets. This helps
us achieve a superior
end product.

•P
 ack goods of any size
and nature

• Tailor-made packing solutions
to suit budget and needs

Our service
• Efficient and reliable

• Flexible

• Speedy response to quotes

On site measuring with no obligation

Supply

Bespoke cases, crates
and pallets

Flat pack kits
The cost of supplying a flat pack kit does not differ too
much from the assembled option however, it is a good
solution for clients with limited storage space when
purchasing multiple quantities.

Your product is unique so we work with you to create
a bespoke packing solution that not only ensures
the product is packed safely but the overall size of
the shipment is kept to a minimum for transportation
purposes. Less volume = lower shipping costs.

Assembled cases, crates
and pallets
The ready-made case, crate or pallet is delivered to
your premises for the product to be packed by your
own member of staff in-house. This is a cost effective
way of packaging goods and we offer advice on
positioning and securing of the product.

Materials
If you are looking to pack in-house, materials can
be purchased from our packing department and all
in compliance with ISPM15 regulations. Materials
available: Timber, Plywood, foil bags, desiccant
packs, shock-watches, tilt-watches, shrink-wrap,
bubble wrap and polystyrene inserts.

Any size,
any specification.
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Advance Packing Limited, Castle Lane Industrial Estate,
Melbourne, Derbyshire, DE73 8JB, UK

+44 (0)1332 865 655
www.advancepacking.com | www.advancegrp.co.uk

